A little insight in our work here at wilddesign

CASESTUDIES

proFIRE®

„

The decision for WILDDESIGN as a partner for strategic product
development has led to a very convincing implementation of the
proFIRE®.”
Dr. Strasser (Head of Biochemistry)

The start of the cooperation was
the development of the protein cleaner with an independent product appearance based
on two existing OEM modules.
Usability was to be simplified
and the process made faster by
simple and low-risk operation
on the part of the hardware and
software. We focused on the design of the “face” of the protein
cleaner where the essential interactions for the control and operation take place.

1, 2 or 3 - The design process showed three different
solutions.

formative factors were included
in the development of the
proFIRE®.
A high-contrast, black and white
design supports the definition
of the Dynamic Biosensors user
interface and sets it apart from
the existing OEM technology.
The very large and concise glass
surface of the existing DRX Analyzer was also integrated into
the proFIRE® material selection,
which had a decisive influence
on the design, resulting in a very
high-quality overall impression.

In close coordination with the Dynamic Biosensors team, the limiting technical parameters were
quickly defined and integrated
into the design. In the end, this
resulted in three favorite concepts, which differ primarily in
material combinations and number of parts.
Since the DRX is already an established Dynamic Biosensors
product on the market, its

Case study about a design development for the protein cleaner Dynamic Biosensors
proFIRE®.

proFIRE

®

DYNAMIC BIOSENSORS |
PROTEIN MATTERS

Dynamic Biosensors
is dedicated to the smart biophysical analysis of organic matter at the molecular level. The
patented Switch Sense method
enables high-precision real-time
analysis of biomolecules in the
nanometer range.
With WILDDESIGN, all peripheral devices were to be combined
into a common product family in
a defined corporate design in addition to the further development
of the existing devices.

The use of magnetic connectors
has made regular replacement
of the sample holder considerably easier, as has the assembly
of the entire front in the event of
service.
Clean contour guidance, subtle colour selection and smooth
surfaces support the demand for
simple but error-free operation
as well as good service and easy
cleaning.
Visit www.wilddesign.de/work
for a deeper dive into this
project.
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PRODUCT DESIGN - SUCCESS FROM IDEA TO SERIES
PRODUCTION
We are one of Europe‘s leading design agencies in the
medical and healthcare industry. In our 360 ° approach
we integrate user research, innovative design, technical
implementation, and brand-building activities into a
powerful support for forward-looking companies.
Since 2015 our office in the design boomtown Munich
complements our presence in the DACH region and is
a hub for our customers and network partners with a
focus on medical and laboratory technology.
WHY A DESIGN AGENCY - AND WHY WILDDESIGN?
- Full service design agency. 3 creative teams in Europe
and Asia.
- Owner-managed. With German origin and
international orientation.
- One team, 40 people who are committed to your cause.
- Creative support where you need it.
- Assertiveness. To put your ideas into practise.
- More than 27 years of experience.
We can do it: functional design solutions!
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